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The clay court season is in full swing!
Wow, and what a real treat it’s been already.

Editor’s
Corner
with Deborah Skinstad

One of the highlights for me was watching
Nadal and Fognini’s semi-final battle in MonteCarlo. And, to finish off this incredible run on
clay, Fognini went onto win the Monte-Carlo
event in fine form, beating Lajovic in two sets.
The Monte-Carlo win is Fognini’s first ever
Master’s 1000 title.
Beside the viewing excitement, the
commentary for clay court tennis is riveting
as well. Phrases and words like ‘perfecting the
clay court craft’, ‘marathon’, ‘style’, ‘skill’, and
‘long cross-court rallies’, to name a few. For
the viewer, spectator and fan, these images
and narration paint a vivid picture of grit,
endurance and athleticism that clay court
tennis – the slowest grand slam surface – is
renowned for.
The theme for our May issue, as we head
toward the second Grand Slam of the year,
the French Open, is clay court tennis and clay
court tennis players – specifically focusing
on those players who transition from other
surfaces to clay. It’s with great pleasure
that I introduce to you our contributors this
month. Up first, in our ‘Ask the Expert’ section,
we consult a Physiotherapist, namely, Alex
Cascone. The topic presented: “Adductor
Strains: Understanding Injury Risk and
Performance Enhancement”. Alex does a
great job in condensing a complex topic and
making it practically applicable to our broad
readership. Moreover, the visual cues depicted

in the photographs and an accompanying
video - stretching routines and exercises
- sums up an excellent take home message
with practical significance and ramifications
for tennis players. Secondly, in our ‘Coaching
Corner’, we are introduced to an international
tennis coach Norman McMarthy, from Cape
Town, South Africa. Norman gives our readers
an inside scoop on clay court tennis and the
transition from hard court tennis to clay court
tennis – specifically targeting our competitive
junior players. Norman’s article is entitled:
How to get dirty and enjoy it! Transitioning
from hard courts to clay’. Thirdly, we have
some great material, as always, from the
professional tennis tour, namely the WTA with
their ‘Physically Speaking’ articles. We have
included one fantastic article this month for
your reading pleasure.
Finally, our content this month is rich with all
things pertinent to clay court tennis at the
moment. We trust the information presented
will assist you in your pursuit of broadening
your skill-set and knowledge within tennis
medicine and sport science related fields.
Happy reading - Here’s to a great clay court
season!

Yours in tennis,
Deb Skinstad, MA
(PhD Sport Science candidate).
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I am an early career academic in the
Department of Sport Science, Faculty of
Medicine and Health Sciences (FMHS) at
Stellenbosch University, South Africa. In this
capacity, I have three major roles, namely:
lecturing, research and social impact. I
currently lecture across a wide spectrum of
classes within the discipline of sport science,
including teaching tennis to our student body
as well as coaching. My research focus is the
human condition of the developing athlete
(tennis players), youth sport and exploring
drop out and attrition in junior tennis players.

and of itself is fascinating to me, specifically
from an exercise physiology perspective.
In light of this, recovery from injury and the
advancement of medical health science in this
regard is quite remarkable. Current topics of
interest is over-use injury in the developing
player / athlete and how this differs from the
adult tennis player. Given that children are
categorized as a special populations group,
there is tremendous scope for more studies
in the area of paediatric tennis medicine and
return to play in this group.

5. How do you think we can improve the
field of tennis medicine?

Research Committee, Chair
Paul Caldwell, MD
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Melissa Baudo, DPT
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Mark Kovacs, PhD
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Todd Ellenbecker, DPT & Elaine Brady
PT Membership Committee, Co-Chairs
Miguel Crespo, MD
International Tennis Federation (ITF)
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Gary Windler, MD
Association of Tennis Professionals (AT P)

2. How long have you been involved in
tennis and in what ways?
I’ve been a multi-sport athlete since childhood.
My first sporting love is tennis. I started
playing tennis at around 5 years old – this love
and all around passion for the game landed me
a one way ticket to Tulsa, Oklahoma where I
played four years of collegiate tennis. Playing
tennis opened avenues to coach the sport and
then study the sport. I guess, one could say, I
have gone 360 in tennis. I still play, still coach /
teach and now research within this scope fulltime. Pretty amazing vocation, right?!

3. What is your current role in tennis or
tennis medicine?
My current role in tennis is three-fold:
coaching, research and playing recreationally.

4. What do you find most interesting
about tennis medicine?
Great question. I think at this point, and
in a nutshell, it is how resilient the human
body and human condition is. The body in

I am encouraged by the openness and
willingness of the medical faculty and broader
profession to collaborate on multidisciplinary
topics. I encourage and support such
research, specifically those that advocate (and
are open to) mixed methods research designs
– quantitative and qualitative strategies to
provide depth of understanding on the ‘people’
(tennis players) under investigation. From
this standpoint, much can be understood to
help make informed decisions regarding best
practice in the field of tennis medicine.

6. Why did you join the STMS and how
are you involved?
The STMS is a great platform to be involved
in. Personally, I find my involvement
extremely rewarding and mutually beneficial
as it provides me with several learning
opportunities – learning from the experts and
the best in the tennis medicine industry is
incredible.
My role in STMS is serving as the newsletter
editor. I’m still learning and growing in this new
venture but thoroughly enjoying it.
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Ask a Physio

Understanding Injury Risk &
Performance Enhancement
Alex Cascone, PT, DPT, CPTS

Abductor Injury Mitigation:
Lower extremity injuries are common among all levels and ages
of tennis players. In fact, some reports suggest as much as 67% of
all tennis injuries are lower extremity related (1). More specifically,
adductor (groin) strains are listed as one of the most frequent injuries
in elite junior tennis players (2,3). Adductor strains occur during
movements involving quick acceleration or rapid change of direction
when paired with extreme hip abduction, such as split type movements
in which the leg moves away from the body, or also large hip external
rotation moments. Combined injury of the hamstrings and hip adductor
muscles - the semimembranosus, and adductor magnus and longus
respectively - has been observed during a split type movement in
sports such as tennis (4). These movements happen most frequently
on surfaces with less friction such as clay. Increased prevalence of
adductor strains is often anecdotally associate with increased sliding
side-to-side during play.
However, regardless of surface type, split type movements have become
more prevalent in the modern game of tennis. This maneuver allows the

player to retrieve balls hit at a wide angle and also to preserve better
positioning on the court to prepare for the next shot. Additionally,
open stance ground strokes are also more prevalent in the modern
game of tennis. In both cases, the groin musculature undergoes
extreme eccentric muscle actions (muscle lengthening under tension)
to decelerate and control lateral momentum. Once the slide or open
stance ground stroke is completed, the player typically incorporates a
cross over recovery step via concentric adductor muscle action. These
movements require adequate hip mobility, adductor flexibility and
muscle function, where impairments in any one domain may increase
risk of adductor strains.

Intrinsic Risk Factors:
A prospective study conducted by Tyler et al examined whether hip
muscle strength and flexibility play a role in the incidence of adductor
strains in NHL players (5). The authors measured preseason hip flexion,
abduction and adduction strength in 47 players as well as adductor
flexibility before two consecutive seasons. At the end of the second
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season, 11 adductor strains were reported in 8 players (indicating
bilateral strains in some cases). Players who sustained an adductor
strain were identified with 18% less preseason hip adduction strength
compared with uninjured players. Also, adductor/abductor muscle
ratios were significantly different as uninjured players demonstrated
with adduction strength 95% of abduction strength vs. 78% of
abduction strength in the injured players. Hip abductor flexibility and
hip flexor strength had no association with injury. In summary, the
authors’ concluded that players were 17 times more likely to sustain an
adductor muscle strain if the adductor muscle strength was less than
80% of his abductor strength (5).

Injury mitigation/prevention:
A follow up study by Tyler et al in the same cohort of NHL players
enrolled those at risk for adductor injury (adductor weakness and
adductor/abductor strength ratio) in an adductor injury prevention
program (7). The program consisted of 6 weeks of exercises aimed at
strengthening the adductor muscles. Briefly, the program consisted
of warm-up, strengthening and sports specific type exercises (Figure
1). The results revealed only three adductor strains in the 2 seasons
subsequent to the intervention, vs 11 in the previous 2 seasons.

TAKE AWAY POINTS:
•

There is strong evidence for adductor strengthening to
reduce the risk of adductors strains.

•

Adductor/abductor strength ratio should be at least 80% of
abductor strength. Anything less than 80% may place the
athlete at risk for adductor strains.

•

Performing any variation of the Copenhagen Adduction
Exercise will reduce the risk of injury to the adductors.

•

Performing the Copenhagen Adduction Exercise at least 2-3
times per week during preseason and one time per week
during competitive season may reduce risk of adductor
strains.

•

Adductor flexibility is not associated with injury. However,
performing dynamic warm-up in conjunction with adductor
strengthening may reduce the incidence of adductor strains.

•

Previous history of groin strains may result in chronic
weakness and may place the player at increased risk for
adductor strains.

Single Best Adductor Injury Mitigation Exercise:
Numerous studies support Copenhagen Adduction Exercises as one of
the single best exercise you can incorporate into your adductor injury
prevention program. For example, a 2019 cluster-randomized control
trial by Haroy et al evaluated the effectiveness of this exercise in 35
semi-professional soccer players (339 players total) on the prevalence
of groin injury (8). The intervention group performed the Copenhagen
Adduction Exercise three times per week during preseason and once
per week during competitive season and the control group performed
routine strengthening exercises. After the season commenced, the
intervention group had 41% less groin injury incidence relative to the
control group (8).
In summary, there is strong evidence in support of adductor
strengthening for reducing injury to the adductor musculature. Players
should properly prepare the adductor musculature routinely during
preseason and competitive season via hip mobility exercise, dynamic
warm-up, activation/strengthening based exercise, and functional/
sports specific exercise prior to activity.

The program documented below is an effective routine I prescribe
for my tennis players at the amateur and professional level. Add
these exercises to your dynamic warm-up and exercise routine to
increase strength, tissue extensibility and joint mobility.

Appendix 1:

Adductor Muscle Strain Injury Prevention Program (Modified from Tyler et al7 for Tennis)
See Accompanying Video for Prehab Exercises and On Court Warm Up:
WATC H V I D E O
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Tissue and Joint Preparation

Adductor Strengthening

This series of exercises is prescribed to increase tissue
extensibility, improve arterial blood flow, decrease muscle
soreness as well as elongation of the muscle under low load
exercises.

Lastly, the following exercises are prescribed to improve adductor muscle
strength and endurance.

•
•
•
•

Copenhagen Adduction Exercise (easiest to hardest)

Foam rolling adductor 15-30 seconds
Long Adductor rock back 1x10
Quadruped Hip Circles 1x5 each way
Supine leg whips 1x10

Movement Preparation (Dynamic Warm-Up)
Adductor Bias
These lateral based movements are utilized to increase
tissue temperature and extensibility by active elongation and
loading.

Variation 1:
Side lying hip abduction

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lateral lunge side to sides
Slide leg in front
Side kicks
Carioca cross-overs
3 step lunge with worlds greatest stretch
Leg swings

Parameters:
•
Perform these exercises from doubles line to doubles
line.

Sports Specific Exercise

Variation 2:
Short adductor lever arm hip abduction

These exercises are incorporated to continue the process of
increasing tissue temperature and active elongation with an
emphasis on sport specific movements. These movements
will help fine tune movement patterns utilized on court.
•
•

Multi Directional Slider Lunges: Lateral and Posterior
Lateral Sliders
Open Stance Forehand and Backhand tosses Medicine
Ball Toss
-If you do not have a partner, hold a medicine ball
and repeat the same movements.

Sets and Reps
•
Warm-Up: 1 set 5-10 repetitions
•
Strength Training: 2-3 sets 5-10 repetitions, will vary
based athletes experience and goal of training that day.

Variation 3:
Long adductor lever arm hip abduction
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Sets and Reps:
•
2 sets 10-15 repetitions
Frequency:
•
Preseason: 2-3 times per week
•
Competitive Season: 1-2 times per week
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Coaches’ Corner with Norman McCarthy

HOW TO GET DIRTY
& ENJOY IT!
Transitioning from hard courts to clay.
1. Overview

2. Transitioning to the Clay

Some say I have the best job in the world! Tennis has been in my life for
over 30 years and some days I do get to gaze at Table Mountain from a
tennis court (hard court that is), but most days I’m hard at work solving
tennis puzzles. These puzzles have come in the form of a player battling
opponents from all over the world on different surfaces and different
environments, to developing and nurturing young talent into formidable
players. My base is a picturesque academy, in Cape Town South Africa
where I am the owner/director and I head up the Elite high performance
division. As a coach I have had a small amount of success with players
winning multiple tournament titles including continental, ITF junior and
ITF senior titles, but one piece of the puzzle still eludes me, not one title
was on clay.

In South Africa we have very little access to clay courts, so playing
on clay is both an adventure and a nightmare. With no clay court
tournaments of any stature for us, we meet the best “dirt ballers” on the
road for the first time. Baptism by fire. It really is a tough transition for
young players who are competitive and wish to learn the skill of clay
court tennis. The first notable challenge is physical. If you have ever
played on clay, the first thing you notice players say after a half hour
of play is “my legs feel heavy”. Playing on clay challenges your balance
and speed mechanics way more than hard courts. This means on
clay flexibility and endurance make up a sizeable part of the physical
package for juniors.
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Another physical challenge is points are longer with the ball slowing
down and normal hard court attacking skills being less effective on the
clay. This increases match length by almost double the time and this is
where bad technique or unbalanced physicality lead to injuries. Next we
are faced with tactical differences.

Tactically clay court players learn to play
defence first and are more patient and
comfortable playing deeper in the court
waiting for opportunities to attack.

Hard court players tend to work on attack first with defence coming in
at a later stage. Knowing this allows us to introduce the biggest tactical
change needed for hard courters, learning to play the angles. An even
bigger challenge is to do it from height as most clay courters play with
more shape and spin than hard courters do, so strike zones change,
footwork patterns are slightly different and movement needs to be
better. The third element is mental toughness. On the mental toughness
side, mental fortitude is paramount here as the better the clay court
opponent the more patience the hard court player needs. A precise,
patient build up on attack is needed and thus longer focus periods
which can really challenge a player’s self-belief. We all know nothing
challenges our self-belief more than playing the local “clay court” player
who just gets everything back.

more spin and try to open the court and get your opponent off balance.
As a returner work on adjusting your return position to give yourself
more time to get a clean hit on the ball and neutralise any advantage
the server might get.

4. Take home messages
For junior players it’s paramount to get the basics right before becoming
too detailed. There are way too many aspects to be dealt with in this
article when it comes to changing from hard court to clay. However over
the years I have learnt these basics get you the quickest results:
•

Now that we understand the challenges a hard court player will have
when transitioning to the clay here are a few things you can do to help
yourself cope better.

3. How to prepare the junior tennis player for clay court season
and match play (conditioning off court, etc and on court
training)
Off court physical preparation for the clay court season would mean
more endurance based exercises. There is no need to totally change
your workout program but understand points are longer, so reps or
“time on” in a workout should be longer with the rest periods remaining
the same. Anaerobic endurance needs to be increased as part of your
workout program enabling better recovery times for serious tournament
players. Time spent on flexibility and balance should be increased and
your dynamic balance should be tested often. An exercise to use as an
example would be open stance extended Thera band swings.
On court training would be practising cross court angles in different
situations and adjusting your strike zone heights for all shots. Working
on these two aspects first will bring the most returns. Once these are
mastered you can address other aspects like variety. The serve plays a
very different role in clay court tennis so work on the wide serves, add

•

•
•

•

Don’t be psyched out before the time. Everyone says clay is so
different! If you understand the changes it’s not.
Make small adjustments to your patterns of play such as
increasing the percentage of crosscourt shots you play in a match.
Serve wide more of the time and practice returning from deeper in
the court.
Adjust your physical training program to help you play longer
points and strike cleanly when off balance.
Don’t make big technical changes to your game. Serena Williams
and Roger Federer are out and out hard court players who manage
to win often on clay with only small adjustments to their own
games
Face your fears with bold self-belief and attack. Fear is not the
enemy, fearing a loss is.

A final question to ask yourself as we end: The Rafael Nadal Academy in
Spain has just been built with mainly hardcourts, why?

Written by Norman McCarthy
Owner of MTG Tennis Cape Town South Africa
Norman has played and coached internationally. His tennis school
caters to all levels of players. The academy has produced top
international players as well as many happy social players.
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Conference Report

Dr. Alejandro Badia, MD, Course Co-Chairman, Upper Limb Surgeon and Chief Medical Officer of
OrthoNOW and Dr. Richard Gayle, Course Co-Chairman, STMS Board Member and Orthopedic Surgeon
and Sports Medicine Specialist with Sutter Health at the Palo Alto Medical Foundation personally thank
all who participated in the STMS Miami Tennis Medicine Conference at the Miami Hard Rock Stadium.
Here are just a few of the highlights:
Over 75 Physicians, Physical Therapists, Athletic Trainers, Coaches,
Health Professionals and Researchers attended this prestigious event
from around the globe.
World class Sports Medicine Surgeon, Dr. George Branche, from Virginia
who has been caring for players on the tour for nearly three decades
was on hand to wow participants with his keynote speech.
Over 20 faculty including members of the Women’s Tennis Association
and world class physicians who have treated current and past tennis
pros were on hand to share their expertise on techniques of evaluation,
management and training for tennis players including:

•
•
•
•

Systemic Issues in the Tennis Athlete
Biomechanics in Tennis
Upper/Lower Extremities including Spine
Mechanical Nuances for the Female Athlete

Conference attendees participated in current didactic lectures from
faculty held in a luxurious suite overlooking the main court which held
matches from top seeded tennis players like Roger Federer. The roar
of the crowd as Federer took the court Saturday afternoon during the
conference was palatable and the view from our Hard Rock Stadium
suite was spectacular.
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Participants could not only earn CME and CEU credits for their participation, they also left with:
•
•
•

Ability to identify medical and musculoskeletal issues specific to tennis
Additional techniques of evaluation, management and rehabilitations of musculoskeletal
injuries
Updated evidence-based approaches to tennis specific medical and musculoskeletal
conditions

Lunchtime Keynote, Dr. Ben Kibler, editor of the recent textbook Tennis Medicine, shared his
expertise on the biomechanics of the serve.
A spectacular evening of networking and socializing with quality people overlooking the Miami
skyline ended the day from the rooftop of the home of Dr. Alejandro Badia, Course Co-Chairman.
And so much more…
DOWNLOAD PRESENTATIONS

Thanks again to all who participated to help make the STMS Miami Tennis Medicine Conference
such a huge success. For those who missed it, there’s always next year!
Regards,
Co-Chairmen Dr. Alejandro Badia and Dr. Richard Gayle

Special Thanks to our Incredible Speakers!
Eduardo Pereira, MD
Mauricio Herrera, MD
Scott Sigman, MD
Amy Chappell, MD
H. Tom Temple, MD
Michael Zlatkin, MD
Jonathan Hersch, MD
Jonathan Hyde, MD
Lindsey Elizondo, PT, DPT, ATC/L, LMT, CSCS
George Branche, MD
Nicholas Todd, DPM, FACFAS
Clyde Wilson, MD
Paul Caldwell, MD

Graham Douglas Ritts, MD
Saadiq El-Amin MD
Carl Petersen, BSc, PT/OT
Natalie Myers, PhD
W. Ben Kibler, MD
David Dines, MD
Alejandro Badia, MD
Patricia Ladis, PT, CBBA
Anna Peavler
Lisardo Garcia-Cavarrubias, MD Tony LiWeiChang, MD, MS, USPTA Richard Gayle, MD
Steven Gorin, DO, MSEd, MBA

Special Thanks to our Sponsors!
Gold Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
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The STMS Mission
To disseminate current and practical tennis-related medical
and scientific information to all our stakeholders (players,
coaches, health care professionals, scientists, and tennis
organizations) in order to optimize the health and performance
of tennis players worldwide.

STMS
Membership &
Benefits
Joining the STMS entitles you to receive tennis-specific
educational information from leading Sports Medicine
and Sports Science professionals from around the world.
Becoming a member of the STMS allows you to become part
of world’s leading medical authority on tennis – an invaluable
investment that will pay dividends in your future when
optimizing the health and performance of tennis players
worldwide.

Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Subscription to the Journal of Medicine and Science in
Tennis (3 issues per year)
Online access to all editions of the Journal of Medicine
and Science in Tennis
Subscription to the Inside the STMS Newsletter
Discounts to attend STMS Meetings and Conferences
Online access to the exclusive STMS Member Community

Annual Dues:
•
•
•

Physicians and STMS Fellows: $195 USD
PhD/PT/ATC/DC: $95 USD
Tennis Coaches/Players/Enthusiasts: $30 USD

Please inquire about discounted memberships for clubs or academies as well as large group memberships:
info@tennismedicine.org

